Functions/capabilities and limits of SBA
min.

max.

Beam sizes

Hight of beam
Width of beam
Length of beam

150 (200)
80 (100)
3000

1100 (1500)
500
12000 (16000/18000)

150 (200)

Beam types

H-beams
Welded H -beams
Corrugated SIN beams
Rectangular/square tubes
U - profiles
Others

Weight limits in kg

ADD parts
max. beam weight

Dimensions of ADD parts in mm

Other available ADD parts in mm

500x300

yes
no

0
-

200
6000

Plates
Corner frame application

50x100x5

800 x 1400 x (1800) x 60

Angle beams (L - profiles)
Rectangular/square tubes
U - profile
Cleats (H - beam)
Timbering style structure
T - parts (pre-welded parts)

60x60x60
80x80x60

Auto tack weld generating (programming)

Welding seams

100x100

1100 (1500)

yes
yes

Close-up welds (spot welds)
Curved welding (radii)
Automatic re-orientation of the weld gun
Fillet welds single layer
Fillet welds multi layer
V - welds single layer
V - welds multi layer
Full penetration welds
Gap detection/- compensation
Automatic seam tracking system (AWC)
Part2Part welding
Vertical welds (up - welding)

yes
180x180x1400
200x200x1000

yes
yes
not available at the moment
yes

autocalculation set by ProFIT,
but changeable by operator
yes
yes
yes
a3
a6
a8
a16
a4
a6
a8
a16
no
yes
yes
yes
yes

Plasma cuts

Copying
Beam holes
Bevel cut
Chamfer at the rear side of beam
Chamfer located cross in the beam

yes
not available at the moment
no
yes
no

Pre-heating

Head-/ foot plate
Other accessories (assembly parts)
Heat against bending of accessories
Heat against bending of beam

yes
no
partially
no

Auto measurements and
tolerance compensation

Auto centring/averaging
Auto fillet detecting (fillet welds)
Auto groove dedecting V - type welds
Holes at accessories as reference for
assembly
Auto pushing method in different
directions
during assembly (managed by the
handling robot)
Assembly-/ production tolerances

Others

Zero-point offset of main beam
(changeable by operator if needed)
Master/Slave job splitter
Free definition of gripper tool positions on
accessories (if needed)
Turning devices
Clamping
Number of different sizes of gripper tools
Work preparation software (programming
of production)

Beam always measured at assembly pos
yes
yes
yes
yes
+/- 1mm
yes
yes (in case of 2 Robot version)
automatic and flexible
open-top (free of barriers)
beam clamped in all directions
3
3 different grippers (4)
all necessary parameters and options
change- and programmable
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